RAJARSHI RANANJAY SINH GROUP OF INSTITUTIONS HOSTELS

**DO’s:**

- Treat Hostel as your own home.
- Always keep your respective Rooms tidy, clean, hygienic at all times.
- Responsibly maintain the decorum/behavior.
- Use the fans/lights in responsible and frugal manner.
- Meet your friends/parents/guardians only in Dining Hall/common areas.
- Be responsible in lodging/informing complaints. Frivolous complaints must be avoided.
- Be Spartan in your living Luxurious facilities will not build up good values in students.
- Be courteous and polite with your fellows hostel dwellers.
- Bathroom Discipline must be maintained at all times.
- Complaints must be lodged as per structured/institution mechanism.
- Always behave politely with the mess staff. Never abuse or scold them at your level.
- Usage of facilities like generators submersible pumps, invertors is **for limited times only**. Check these regularly and as per season from Warden/Guard.
- Keep yourself healthy at all times by being responsible in eating and doing Exercises regularly.
- Keep in touch with parents/guardians on every day basis.
- Keep a mandatory health insurance policy active for any hospitalization etc.
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DON’Ts:

• Never use unauthorized electrical gadgets like electric iron, immersion rods, and coolers in Rooms.
• No Cooking is allowed in rooms.
• No Gas cylinders are allowed in rooms.
• No guests/parents are allowed in rooms.
• No TVs are allowed in Rooms.
• No Music allowed in rooms since it may disturb your room mates.
• Never throw trash/good are anywhere except in Dust Bins.
• Don’t tamper with Electrical Control Panels/switches/sockets.
• Don’t incite/influence your peer or junior students in disruptive/defiant way. Genuine Grievances must be discussed in appropriate forum only.
• Never deface/destroy/damage any Hostel property. Doing so will imply heavy fines on you & severe disciplinary action.
• Never use assault/criminal force on your Faculty or fellows student any time in or outside the Hostel.
• Never wear any indecent dresses.
• Never leave Hostel premises alone. A minimum group of 3 is only permitted to go to market.
• Never leave Hostel for any outstation/home without taking Gate Pass on approved form only.
• Never help any anti social / anti National/Terrorist elements any time.